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1.  Introduction 
 
In 1996, Dontchev introduced contra-continuous functions.  Recently, Dontchev, Ganster 
and Reilly introduced a new class of functions called regular set-connected functions          
(in 1999) and Jafari and Noiri introduced and studied a new form of functions called 
contra-precontinuous functions (in 2002).  We introduced and studied a new class of 
functions called almost contra-precontinuous functions which generalize classes of 
regular set-connected [5], contra-precontinuous [9], contra-continuous [4], almost                  
s-continuous [19] and perfectly continuous [17] functions.  Moreover, we obtain basic 
properties and preservation theorems of almost contra-precontinuous functions and 
relationships between almost contra-precontinuity and P-regular graphs. 
 
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
Throughout this paper, all spaces X and Y (or ),( τX  and ),( υY ) are always topological 
spaces. 
 A subset A of a space X is said to be regular open (respectively regular closed) if 

))((int AclA =  (respectively ))((int AclA = ) where )(Acl  and )(int A  denote the 
closure and interior of A [26].  A subset A of a space is called preopen if ))(int( AclA ⊂  
[14].  The complement of a preopen set is said to be preclosed. 
 The family of all regular open (respectively regular closed, preopen, preclosed) sets 
of  X  is denoted by )(XRO  (respectively ,)(XRC ,)(XPO  .))(XPC   
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 A subset A of a space X is said to be semi open if .))((int AclA ⊂   The complement 
of a semi open set is called semi closed [2].  The intersection of all semi closed sets 
containing A is called the semi closure [2] of A and is denoted by .)(Ascl   The semi 
interior of A is defined by the union of all semi open sets contained in A and is denoted 
by ).int(- As  
 
Definition 1.  A function YXf →:  is called contra-precontinuous if )(1 Vf −  is 
preclosed in X  for each open set V of Y [9]. 
 
Definition 2.  A function YXf →:  is called contra-continuous if )(1 Vf −  is closed in  
X  for each open set  V  of  Y  [4]. 
 
Definition 3.  A function YXf →:  is said to be regular set-connected if )(1 Vf −  is 
clopen for every )(YROV ∈ [5]. 
  
Definition 4.  A function YXf →:  is said to be perfectly continuous if )(1 Vf −  is 
clopen in X  for every open set  V of  Y  [17]. 
 
Definition 5.  A function YXf →:  is called almost s-continuous if for each Xx ∈  
and each )(YSOV ∈  with ,)( Vxf ∈  there exists an open set U in X containing  x  such 
that )()( VsclUf ⊂  [19]. 
 
Definition 6.  A function YXf →:  is said to be almost precontinuous if )(1 Vf −  is 
preopen in  X  for every regular open set  V  of  Y  [16]. 
 
Definition 7.  A function YXf →:  is said to be precontinuous if )(1 Vf −  is preopen 
in X  for every open set V of  Y  [13]. 
 
Definition 8.  A function YXf →:  is called M-preopen (M-preclosed) if image of 
each preopen (resp. preclosed) set is preopen (resp. preclosed) [14]. 
 
 
3. Almost contra-precontinuous functions 
 
Definition 9.  A function YXf →:  is said to be almost contra-precontinuous if  

)()(1 XPCVf ∈−  for each .)(YROV ∈  
 
Theorem 1.   Let ),( τX  and ),( υY  be topological spaces.  The following statements 
are equivalent for a function YXf →: : 
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(1)  f  is almost contra-precontinuous; 

(2)  )()(1 XPOFf ∈−  for every ;)(YRCF ∈  

(3)  for each Xx ∈ and each regular closed set F in Y  containing ,)(xf there exists a 
preopen set U  in X  containing x such that ;)( FUf ⊂  

(4)  for each Xx ∈  and each regular open set V in Y  non-containing ,)(xf there exists 
a preclosed set K  in X  non-containing  x  such that ;)(1 KVf ⊂−   

(5)  )()))((int(1 XPCGclf ∈−  for every open subset G of  Y; 

(6)  )()))(int((1 XPOFclf ∈−  for every closed subset F of  Y. 
 
Proof.  :)2()1( ⇔   Let .)(YRCF ∈  Then .)(\ YROFY ∈  By (1), 

.)()(\)\( 11 XPCFfXFYf ∈= −−  We have .)()(1 XPOFf ∈−  
 
Reverse can be obtained similarly. 
 

:)3()2( ⇒   Let F be any regular closed set in Y containing .)(xf  By (2), 
)()(1 XPOFf ∈−  and .)(1 Ffx −∈   Take .)(1 FfU −=  Then .)( FUf ⊂  

 
:)2()3( ⇒   Let )(YRCF ∈  and .)(1 Ffx −∈  From (3), there exists a preopen set xU  

in X containing x such that .)(1 FfU −⊂  We have ∪
)(

1

1
)(

Ffx
xUFf

−∈

− = .  Thus, 

)(1 Ff −  is preopen. 
 

:)4()3( ⇔  Let V be any regular open set in Y non-containing .)(xf  Then, VY \  is a 
regular closed set containing .)(xf   By (3), there exists a preopen set U in X containing x 
such that .\)( VYUf ⊂   Hence, )(\)\( 11 VfXVYfU −− ⊂⊂  and then 

.\)(1 UXVf ⊂−   Take .\ UXH =   We obtain that H is a preclosed set in X                
non-containing  x. 
 
The converse can be shown easily. 
 

:)5()1( ⇔  Let G be open subset of Y.  Since ))((int Gcl  is regular open, then by (1), it 
follows that .)()))(((int1 XPCGclf ∈−  
 
The converse can be shown easily. 
 

:)6()2( ⇔   It can be obtained smilar as .)5()1( ⇔  
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Remark 1.  The following diagram holds:  
 
 
 perfectly continuous ⇒  contra-continuous ⇒  contra-precontinuous 
 
 ⇓      ⇓  

regular set-connected  ⇒  almost contra-precontinuous 
 

 ⇑   

 almost s-continuous 
 
 
 None of the implications is reversible for almost contra-precontinuity as shown by 
the following examples. 
 
Example 1.  Let }},{},,{},{},{,,{,},,{ bacabaXcbaX ∅== τ  and },{,,{ bX ∅=υ  

.}},{},{ cbc   Then the identity function ),(),(: υτ XXf →  is almost contra-
precontinuous.  But it is not regular set-connected. 
 
Example 2.  Let }},{},,{},{,,{},,,{ cabaaXcbaX ∅== τ  and },{,,{ aX ∅=υ  

}},{ ba  and ),(),(: υτ XXf →  be the identity function.  Then f is almost contra-
precontinuous function which is not contra-precontinuous. 
 
 The other implications are not reversible as shown in [5, 6, 9]. 
 
Theorem 2.  If YXf →:  is almost contra-precontinuous function and A  is a semi 
open subset of X, then the restriction YAf A →:|  is almost contra-precontinuous. 
 
Proof.  Let .)(YRCF ∈   Since f is almost contra-precontinuous, then  

.)()(1 XPOFf ∈−   Since A is semi open in X, it follows from ([13], Lemma 2.1) that 
.)()()()|( 11 APOFfAFf A ∈∩= −−   Therefore, Af |  is a almost contra-

precontinuous function. 
 
Remark 2.  It should be noted that every restriction of an almost contra-precontinuous 
function is not necessarily almost contra-precontinuous. 
 
Example 3.  Let ,},,,{ dcbaX = ,}},{,,{ baX ∅=σ  and .}},,{},{,,{ dcbaX ∅=τ  
The identity function ),(),(: τσ XXf →  is almost contra-precontinuous, but, if 

},,{ dcaA =  where A is not semi open in ),( σX and Aσ  is the relative topology on  A 
induced by ,σ  then ),(),(:| τσ XAf AA →  is not almost contra-precontinuous.   
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Note that },,{ dcb  is regular closed in ,),( τX  but that },{}),,({)|( 1 dcdcbf A =−  is 
not preopen in .),( AA σ  
 
Definition 10.   A cover ∑ ∈= }:{ IU αα  of subsets of X is called a p-cover if  αU  
is preopen for each .I∈α  
 
Lemma 1.   If )(XPOU ∈  and ,)(UPOV ∈  then )(XPOV ∈  [13]. 
 
Theorem 3.   Let YXf →:  be a function and ∑ ∈= }:{ IU αα  be a p-cover of X.              
If for each αα UfI |,∈  is almost contra-precontinuous, then YXf →:  is an almost 
contra-precontinuous function. 
 
Proof.  Let .)(YRCV ∈   Since αUf |  is almost contra-precontinuous for each 

.)()()|(, 1
ααα UPOVfI U ∈∈ −   Since ,)(XPOU ∈α  by the previous lemma, 

)()()|( 1 XPOVf U ∈−
α  for each .I∈α   Then ∪

I
U VfVf

∈

−− =
α

α
)()|()( 11  

.)(XPO∈   This gives  f  is an almost contra-precontinuous. 
 
Theorem 4.  Let YXf →:  be a function and let YXXg ×→:  be the graph 
function of  f, defined by ))(,()( xfxxg =  for every .Xx ∈    If  g  is almost contra-
precontinuous, then  f  is almost contra-precontinuous. 
 
Proof.  Let ,)(YRCV ∈  then ))(int())(int( XclVclXVX =×=× ))(int(Vcl×  

.))(int( VXcl ×=  Therefore, .)( YXRCVX ×∈×  Since g is almost contra-
precontinuous, then .)()()( 11 XPOVXgVf ∈×= −−  Thus,  f  is almost contra-
precontinuous. 
 
Theorem 5.  Let YXf →:  and ZYg →:  be functions.  Then, the following 
properties hold: 
 
(1)  If f is almost contra-precontinuous and g is regular set-connected, then 

ZXfg →:ο  is almost contra-precontinuous and almost precontinuous. 
 
(2)  If f is almost contra-precontinuous and g is perfectly continuous, then 

ZXfg →:ο  is precontinuous and contra-precontinuous. 
 
(3)  If  f  is contra-precontinuous and g is regular set-connected, then ZXfg →:ο  is 

almost contra-precontinuous and almost precontinuous. 
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Proof.  (1)  Let V be any regular open set in Z.  Since g is regular set-connected, )(1 Vg −  
is clopen. Since f is almost contra-precontinuous, )()())(( 111 VfgVgf −−− = ο  is   
preopen and preclosed.  Therefore, fg ο  is almost contra-precontinuous and almost 
precontinuous. 
 (2) and (3) can be obtained similarly. 
 
Theorem 6.  If YXf →:  is a surjective M-preopen and ZYg →:  is a function 
such that ZXfg →:ο  is almost contra-precontinuous, then  g  is almost contra-
precontinuous. 
 
Proof.   Let V be any regular closed set in Z.  Since fg ο  is almost contra-

precontinuous, ))(()()( 111 VgfVfg −− =ο  is preopen.  Since  f  is surjective                      
M-preopen, )()))((( 111 VgVgff −−− =  is preopen.  Therefore, g is almost contra-
precontinuous. 
 
Theorem 7.  If YXf →:  is a surjective M-preclosed and ZYg →:  is a function 
such that ZXfg →:ο  is almost contra-precontinuous, then g  is almost contra-
precontinuous. 
 
Proof.  Similarly as the previous theorem. 
 
Definition 11.  A function YXf →:  is called almost continuous if  )(1 Vf −  is open in  
X  for each regular open set  V of Y [20]. 
 
Theorem 8.  If a function YXf →: is almost contra-precontinuous and almost 
continuous, then  f  is regular set-connected. 
 
Proof.  Let .)(YROV ∈   Since f  is almost contra-precontinuous and almost continuous, 

)(1 Vf −  is preclosed and open.  Hence, )(1 Vf −  is clopen.  We obtain that  f  is regular 
set-connected. 
 
Definition 12.   A filter base Λ  is said to be p-convergent (resp. rc-convergent) to a 
point x  in X  if for any )(XPOU ∈  containing x (resp. )(XRCU ∈ containing x), there 
exists a Λ∈B  such that .UB ⊂   
 
Theorem 9.   If a function YXf →:  is almost contra-precontinuous, then for each 
point Xx ∈  and each filter base Λ   in X  p-converging to  x, the filter base )(Λf  is  
rc-convergent to .)(xf  
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Proof.   Let Xx ∈ and Λ  be any filter base in X  p-converging to x.  Since f  is almost 
contra-precontinuous, then for any )(YRCV ∈  containing ,)(xf  there exists 

)(XPOU ∈  containing x such that .)( VUf ⊂   Since Λ  is  p-converging to x, there 
exists a Λ∈B  such that .UB ⊂    This means that VBf ⊂)(  and therefore the filter 
base )(Λf  is rc-convergent to .)(xf  
 
 Note that a function YXf →:  is said to be almost contra-precontinuous at x  if 
each regular closed set  F in Y containing ,)(xf  there exists a preopen set U in X 
containing x such that .)( FUf ⊂  
 
Theorem 10.  Let YXf →:  be a function and .Xx ∈   If there exists )(XPOU ∈  
such that Ux ∈  and the restriction of  f to U  is a almost contra-precontinuous at x, 
then  f  is almost contra-precontinuous at x. 
 
Proof.  Suppose that )(YRCF ∈  containing .)(xf  Since Uf  is almost contra-
precontinuous at x, there exists )(UPOV ∈  containing x such that 

.))(()( FVfVf U ⊂=   Since )(XPOU ∈  containing x, it follows from ([13] 1982, 
Lemma 2.2) that )(XPOV ∈  containing x.  This shows clearly that  f  is almost contra-
precontinuous at x. 
 
 
4. The preservation theorems 
 
In this section, we investigate the relationships among almost contra-precontinuous 
functions, separation axioms, connectedness and compactness. 
 
Definition 13.  A space X is said to be weakly Hausdorff if each element of X is an 
intersection of regular closed sets [23]. 
 
Definition 14.  A space X is said to be pre- 0T  if for each pair of distinct points in X, 
there exists a preopen set of X containing one point but not the other .]11,1[  
 
Definition 15.  A space X is said to be pre- 1T  if for each pair of distinct points x and y 
of X, there exist preopen sets U and V containing x and y respectively such that Uy ∉  
and Vx ∉  .]11,1[  
 
Theorem 11.  If YXf →:  is an almost contra-precontinuous injection and Y is 
weakly Hausdorff, then X  is pre- .1T  
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Proof.  Suppose that Y is weakly Hausdorff. For any distinct points x and y in X, there 
exist V, )(YRCW ∈  such that ,)( Vxf ∈  ,)( Vyf ∉  Wxf ∉)(  and .)( Wyf ∈   Since 

f  is almost contra-precontinuous, )(1 Vf −  and )(1 Wf −  are preopen subsets of X such 

that )(),(),( 111 WfxVfyVfx −−− ∉∉∈  and .)(1 Wfy −∈  This shows that X is            
pre- .1T  

Definition 16.  A topological space X is called p-ultra-connected if every two                
non-void preclosed subsets of X intersect. 
 
Definition 17.  A topological space X is called hyperconnected if every open set is 
dense [25]. 
 
Theorem 12.  If X is p-ultra-connected and YXf →:  is almost contra-
precontinuous and surjective, then Y is hyperconnected. 
 
Proof.  Assume that Y is not hyperconnected.  Then there exists an open set V such that 
V is not dense in Y.  Then there exist disjoint non-empty regular open subsets 1B  and 2B  
in Y, namely ))((int Vcl  and .)(\ VclY   Since f  is almost contra-precontinuous and onto, 

)( 1
1

1 BfA −=  and )( 2
1

2 BfA −=  are disjoint non-empty preclosed subsets of X.                
By assumption, the p-ultra-connectedness of X implies that 1A  and 2A  must intersect.    
By contradiction, Y is hyperconnected. 
 
Definition 18.  A space X is called preconnected provided that X is not the union of 
two disjoint nonempty preopen sets [18]. 
 
Theorem 13.  If YXf →:  is almost contra-precontinuous surjection and X is 
preconnected, then Y is connected. 
 
Proof.  Suppose that Y is not connected space.  There exist nonempty disjoint open sets 

1V  and 2V  such that .21 VVY ∪=   Therefore, 1V  and 2V  are clopen in Y.  Since f is 

almost contra-precontinuous, )( 1
1 Vf −  and )( 2

1 Vf −  are preopen in X.  Moreover, 

)( 1
1 Vf −  and )( 2

1 Vf −  are nonempty disjoint and ).()( 2
1

1
1 VfVfX −− ∪=   This shows 

that X is not preconnected.  This contradicts that Y is not connected assumed. Hence, Y is 
connected. 
 
Definition 19.  A space X is said to be 
 
(1) strongly compact if every preopen cover of X has a finite subcover [8, 15]. 

(2) strongly countably compact if every countable cover of X by preopen sets has a finite 
subcover. 

 (3) strongly Lindelof if every preopen cover of X has a countable subcover [15]. 
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(4) S-Lindelof if every cover of X by regular closed sets has a countable subcover [12]. 
 

(5) countably S-closed if every countable cover of X by regular closed sets has a finite 
subcover [3]. 

 

(6) S-closed if every regular closed cover of X has a finite subcover [27]. 
 
Theorem 14.  Let YXf →:  be an almost contra-precontinuous surjection.  Then the 
following statements hold: 
 
(1)  if X is strongly compact, then Y is S-closed. 
(2)  if X is strongly Lindelof, then Y is S-Lindelof. 
(3)  if X is strongly countably compact, then Y is countably S-closed. 
 
Proof.  We prove only (1), the proofs of (2) and (3) being entirely analogous. 
 

Let }:{ IV ∈αα  be any regular closed cover of Y.  Since f is almost contra-
precontinuous, then }:({ 1 IVf ∈− αα  is a preopen cover of X and hence there exists a 
finite subset 0I  of I such that ∪ }:)({ 0

1 IVfX ∈= − αα . Therefore, we have 

∪ }:{ 0IVY ∈= αα  and Y is S-closed. 
 

Definition 20.  A space X is said to be 
 
(1)  P-closed if every preclosed cover of X has a finite subcover. 
(2)  countably P-closed if every countable cover of X by preclosed sets has a finite 

subcover. 
(3)  P-Lindelof if every cover of X by preclosed sets has a countable subcover. 
(4)  nearly compact if every regular open cover of X has a finite subcover [21]. 
(5)  nearly countably compact if every countable cover of X by regular open sets has a 

finite subcover [7, 22]. 
(6)  nearly Lindelof if every cover of X by regular open sets has a countable subcover. 
 
Theorem 15.  Let YXf →:  be an almost contra-precontinuous surjection.  Then the 
following statements hold: 
 
(1) if X is P-closed, then Y is nearly compact. 
(2)  if X is P-Lindelof, then Y is nearly Lindelof. 
(3)  if X is countably P-closed, then Y is nearly countably compact. 
 
Proof.  We prove only (1), the proofs of (2) and (3) being entirely analogous. 
 

Let }:{ IV ∈αα  be any regular open cover of Y.  Since f is almost contra-
precontinuous, then }:)({ 1 IVf ∈− αα  is a preclosed cover of X.  Since X is P-closed, 
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there exists a finite subset 0I  of  I  such that ∪ }:)({ 0
1 IVfX ∈= − αα .  Thus, we 

have ∪ }:{ 0IVY ∈= αα  and Y  is nearly compact. 
 
Definition 21.  A space X is said to be mildly compact (mildly countably compact, 
mildly Lindelof) if every clopen cover (respectively, clopen countable cover, clopen 
cover) of X has a finite (respectively, a finite, a countable) subcover [24]. 
 
Theorem 16.  If YXf →:  is an almost contra-precontinuous and almost 
continuous surjection and X is mildly compact (resp. mildly countably compact, mildly 
Lindelof), then Y is nearly compact (resp. nearly countably compact, nearly Lindelof)    
and S-closed (resp. countably S-closed, S-Lindelof). 
 
Proof.  Let .)(YRCV ∈  Then since f is almost contra-precontinuous and almost 

continuous, )(1 Vf −  is preopen and closed in X and hence )(1 Vf −  is clopen. Let 
}:{ IV ∈αα  be any regular closed (respectively regular open) cover of Y.  Then 

}:)({ 1 IVf ∈− αα  is a clopen cover of X and since X is mildly compact, there exists a 

finite subset 0I  of I such that ∪ }:)({ 0
1 IVfX ∈= − αα .  Since f is surjective, we 

obtain ∪ }:{ 0IVY ∈= αα . This shows that Y is S-closed (respectively nearly 
compact). 
 

The other proofs can be obtained similarly. 
 
 
5. P-regular graphs 
 
In this section, we define P-regular graphs and investigate the relationships between             
P-regular graphs and almost contra-precontinuous functions. 
 Recall that for a function ,: YXf →  the subset YXXxxfx ×⊂∈ }:))(,{(  is 
called the graph of  f  and is denoted by ).( fG  
 
Definition 22.  A graph )( fG  of a function YXf →:  is said to be P-regular if        
for each ,)(\)(},{ fGYXyx ×∈  there exist a preclosed set U in X containing x and 

)(YROV ∈  containing y such that .)()( ∅=∩× fGVU  
 
Lemma 2.  The following properties are equivalent for a graph )( fG  of a function: 

(1)  )( fG  is P-regular; 

(2)  for each point ,)(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈  there exist a preclosed set U in X 
containing x and )(YROV ∈  containing y such that .)( ∅=∩VUf  
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Proof.  It is an immediate consequence of definition of  P-regular graph and the fact that 
for any subsets XA ⊂  and ,YB ⊂  ∅=∩× )()( fGBA  if and only if  

.)( ∅=∩ BAf  
 
Theorem 17.  If YXf →:  is almost contra-precontinuous and Y  is ,2T  then )( fG  
is P-regular graph in .YX ×  
 
Proof.  First, suppose that Y is .2T   Let ).(\)(),( fGYXyx ×∈   It follows that 

.)( yxf ≠   Since Y is ,2T  there exist open sets V and W containing )(xf  and y, 
respectively, such that .∅=∩WV   We have .))(int())(int( ∅=∩ WclVcl   Since f  is 
almost contra-precontinuous, )))((int(1 Vclf −  is preclosed in X containing x.  Take 

.)))((int(1 VclfU −=   Then .))(int()( VclUf ⊂  Therefore, ∅=∩ ))(int()( WclUf  
and )( fG  is P-regular in .YX ×  
 
Theorem 18.  Let YXf →:  have a P-regular graph .)( fG   If  f  is injective, then 
X is .- 1Tpre  
 
Proof.  Let x and y be any two distinct points of X.  Then, we have 

.)(\)())(,( fGYXyfx ×∈   By definition of P-regular graph, there exist a preclosed 
set U of X and )(YROV ∈  such that VUyfx ×∈))(,(  and ;)( ∅=∩VUf  hence 

.)(1 ∅=∩ − VfU   Therefore, we have .Uy ∉   Thus, UXy \∈  and .\ UXx ∉  
We obtain that .)(\ XPOUX ∈   This implies that X is .-pre 1T  
 
Theorem 19.  Let YXf →:  have a P-regular graph ).( fG   If  f  is surjective, 
then Y  is weakly .2T  
 
Proof.  Let 1y  and 2y  be any distinct points of Y.  Since f  is surjective 1)( yxf =  for 
some Xx ∈  and .)(\)(),( 2 fGYXyx ×∈  By definition of P-regular graph, there 
exist a preclosed set U of X and )(YROF ∈  such that FUyx ×∈),( 2  and 

;)( ∅=∩ FUf  hence .1 Fy ∉   Then )(\2 YRCFYy ∈∉  and .\1 FYy ∈   This 
implies that Y is weakly .2T  
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